
Snowbound Baseball Workout     Date: ____/____/20____ 

1. Warm-up (dynamic MLB warm-up)      ____ 

2. Pitcher Balance Drill (3 x 10 seconds)  

                (leg parallel to ground, knee to belly button, toe straight down)   ____ 

3. Pitcher toe touch tap drill (3 x 10 times)      ____ 

4. 20 sit ups         ____ 

5. 20 push ups         ____ 

6. 15 pull-overs (extend long, but low weight)      ____ 

7. 10 roll-ups of weight on string on bar x 2      ____ 

8. 10 hand squeezes each hand with grip squeezer     ____ 

9. LH kneel hitting into net w/mini bat (one bucket = 50 balls)    ____ 

10. RH kneel hitting into net w/mini bat (one bucket = 50 balls)                       ____ 

11.        Contact pt tee hit kneeling (inside, middle and outside balls -30 swings)  ____ 

12.       15 turn drill with big bat and 45 swing drill on knees (swing heavy bat  

                 but hold swing when parallel – 15 middle, 15 left, 15 right)    ____ 

13. 20 towel drills (5 close, 5 medium, 10 long – measure distance)   ____ 

Max distance =   ____ 

14. 50 squats no weight (go deep)        ____ 

15. 20 lunges each leg (step long over set marker)     ____ 

 Distance = ____ 

16. 15 calf raises (long stretch, standing on step)     ____ 

17.        25 Harvard steps x 2 (go for quickness)      ____ 

18 10 2-step step-ups with each leg (extend at top)     ____ 

19. 10 2-step jumps x 3 (like box jump – jump on two legs to high stairs) 

  Weight in vest: 0:____ 2: ____; 4: ____; 6: ____; 8:____   ____ 

20. 10 One-leg hops each leg (try to jump high)      ____ 

21. Stretch legs         ____ 

22.  Wall ball - 100 tennis ball throws against wall (catch w/two hands)   ____ 

23.  25 ground balls with toss back (work through ball with glove)   ____ 

24. 25 short-hoppers with toss back (work through ball with glove)   ____ 

25.  100 balls self-catch (work on taking ball out of glove fast w/4 seam grip)   ____ 
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